
We're creative - it’s what we do!!  Creativity is all
about being inquisitive, persistent, collaborative,
disciplined and imaginative!! We have to be a role
model for the children, showing them that using
these habits, we carry on, adapting to new
challenges.

This project has embedded creative habits in the
children approaches to learning, which  they now use
across the curriculum . Now, using this new 'Creative
Star,' co- constructed with the children themselves, 
 the children can learn to recognise the creative
habits when they use them , in all of their lessons
across the curriculum. Now we can really start to see
how we have embedded creativity!

Health and Wellbeing
The importance of our children’s health and wellbeing has never been more important. We’re really
familiar with our physical health playing a big role but getting classes back on track will provide that all
important expression, engagement and agency that the children are used to enjoying in class.  Art
naturally fits with the 5 ways of wellbeing, which are  – Connect, Be Active, Take Notice, Learn and Give.
Connection to others  helps children feel close to and valued by other people. Activities done together
are powerful for all relationships, creating art together is perfect.
Be active, go outside, what do you notice? wonder and like? Our new website www.tvclp.org now shows
links from art activities to the many ways it links to health and well being agenda's as well as the
'Creative Star.' 

This term is the final term that the schools will
be working with artists, supported by the Paul
Hamlyn Foundation's Teacher Development
Fund. 

This term the project has adapted to the
changes in school and to keep the connection
with classes and staff, has started to deliver
the classes digitally. The artists are continuing
to support teachers, who have become
confident creators over the course of the
project.  

We're Live!

Culture Bridge North East 'Imagine If' Conference
Our www.tvclp.org website, with all of its wonderful creative
resources, is now listed to the 'Compendium' of resources Culture
Bridge North East website. 

Lead Artist Practitioners  from the project spoke about the
outcomes for the children at the annual conference 'Imagine If' to
delegates from schools and cultural organisatons across the UK. 

a creativity update.


